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ABSTRACT
Liquid democracy is a proxy-voting method in which voters may transnationally delegate their votes, allowing others to vote in their place. It is often analysed and used in settings where there is some single, objectively correct outcome that voters collectively aim to select. As a result, much of the previous work on liquid democracy has proposed agent utility functions which depend directly on the accuracy of the delegatee voters. We argue, instead, that a more realistic model would have voters’ incentives more closely aligned with the final outcome, rather than the proxy vote cast. We explore this alternative and show that there exists a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium that can be reached by best-response delegations. Furthermore, allowing for vote-delegation always weakly improves the accuracy of the decision-making process compared to having all agents vote directly. We apply this model to a classifier ensemble problem. While our theoretical findings are positive, our empirical results show that the assumption of independence between voters required for theorectical analysis is critical. Once removed, liquid democracy fails to materialize any practical improvement over direct voting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Liquid democracy is an emerging trend in social choice aimed at allowing less informed voters to benefit from expert knowledge and find a balance between traditional representative democracy and direct democracy. It is a form of proxy voting [17] in which delegation is transitive. Every voter has the option of casting their vote directly or of delegating to another voter. Agents that vote directly are referred to as gurus and their vote is given a weight equal to the number of direct and indirect delegations they have received (including their own). While not inherent to liquid democracy it is common that a weighted majority voting rule is used.

First described in 1969 [24] modern technology has allowed liquid democracy to be practically implemented and used with up to thousands of voters [2, 18]. These systems aspire to provide all the benefits of direct democracy by allowing all voters who are well-informed on a particular issue to vote directly, while also as in representative democracy – giving non-experts the ability to support expert decision-makers. For these reasons many models restrict their focus to a ground-truth setting where voters must select a single correct outcome from two (or more) alternatives.

However, a less optimistic view of liquid democracy reveals several potential concerns [4]. Allowing arbitrary delegations gives the possibility of single voters receiving disproportionate power, which has already been observed in practice[21]. Cycles among delegators can occur frequently and there seems to be no clear consensus about how to resolve them with some work restricting delegations to disallow cycles [20], effectively ignoring voters in a cycle [3], or requiring voters provide additional information such as a ranking over possible delegations [7]. As well, there has thus far been relatively little work quantifying the benefits of liquid democracy over other social choice mechanisms.

This paper explores the final issue: whether it is possible to reliably benefit from liquid democracy. We study a basic model of ground-truth voting with two alternatives and provide the first formalization of group accuracy in this setting within liquid democracy. Our theoretical results show that allowing delegation between voters always weakly improve the accuracy of a group at finding a ground truth. This model is validated experimentally by extending it to a machine learning setting and using classifiers to act as voters. However, the improvement from liquid democracy tends to be relatively small and finding the ideal delegations to achieve it is computationally expensive. We go on to demonstrate that achieving significant gain to group accuracy from simpler delegation strategies is not readily possible. This throws into question whether liquid democracy is actually a good choice for ground-truth elections.

We begin with an exploration of the existing work on liquid democracy, highlighting several existing and unresolved issues. Section 3 introduces our formal problem setting and model describing how voters decide whether or not to delegate and the delegation process. This model is analysed in Section 4 with results showing a guarantee that giving voters the option of delegating can always weakly benefit group accuracy. Section 5 extends our model to fit a real-world setting and runs liquid democracy on classifier ensembles. Experiments in this setting show that reliably gaining any significant benefit from liquid democracy is not feasible. We conclude with a call for future work in this area of social choice to pay more heed to empirical limitations of their theoretical results.
2 RELATED WORK
Delegative democracy has a history tracing back as far as Dogdson’s work in 1884 [14] and has since been studied in political science contexts [4, 17]. Recently delegation has gained attention in the artificial intelligence and social choice communities, with a focus on liquid democracy. Modern work in this area tends to involve modifications or clarifications to the basic concept of liquid democracy or analysis of such a system.

A model in which voters aim to identify a shared ground-truth and have some probability of voting correctly is studied by [3] which considers the existence of Nash equilibria but defines a utility function for each voter rather than focusing on group accuracy as a whole. [20] also considers a similar model and shows that under certain assumptions there is no decentralized mechanism that can guarantee delegation will strictly improve accuracy. Some of these assumptions are rebutted by [10] which shows that optimal delegations cannot be easily approximated but can require delegating to less accurate voters.

Several papers aim to address potential problems with liquid democracy. Delegation cycles naturally occur often and may deprive voters of representation; [22] develops a method of resolving delegations which avoids cycles while avoiding cycles is shown to be NP-hard in some settings by [8] who adapt an existing framework to take into account delegation graphs while voting rather than trying to avoid cycles. [5] address the issue of possible dictatorships arising by reducing the weight of delegations based on how far they have traveled while [16] develops a centralized mechanism that aims to minimize the maximum weight given to any voter by allowing voters to specify multiple delegations. [26] aims to understand how power is distributed among voters and what leads to disproportionate accrual of power.

Empirical uses of liquid democracy are studied by a few papers, though they frequently do not draw connections with existing theory or provide significant evaluation of their systems. [21] describes the use of liquid democracy in German elections and shows the existence of “super-voters” with many more delegations than most individuals. Others, such as [6] and [1], describe practical uses of liquid democracy but lack evaluation.

The experimental design of our ensembles is based on [13] which investigates the impact of different voting rules on ensemble accuracy. Linking ensembles of classifiers to voters bears a similarity to the theoretical model of liquid democracy studied in [11], where voters must decide on many binary propositions. They show the existence of a number of problems relating to rationality and suggest as solutions multiple voters that select multiple possible delegates and default votes. To gain insight into pre-existing measures of ensemble diversity we have primarily drawn from two survey papers, [9, 23], which define several group and pairwise measures of diversity.

3 MODEL
In this section we describe the agent voting model that we study. We assume there is a set of alternatives, 𝐴 = \{a\*, a\}, where a\* is, objectively, the correct outcome and a\* represents the other alternative.1 There is a set of 𝑛 voters, 𝑉 = \{1, . . . , 𝑛\}. Each voter receives a noisy, independent signal as to which is the correct outcome, which we refer to as the voter’s accuracy. In particular, we say that each voter \( i \in V \) has accuracy level \( q_i > 0.5 \) which is the probability that they view a\* as the best alternative.

Voters have two actions available to them. First, a voter is able to directly cast a vote by indicating their chosen alternative to the voting mechanism. However, we assume that direct voting is costly. That is, if voter \( i \) decides to vote directly, then they incur cost \( c_i ≥ 0 \). This cost captures the “effort” of voting. Alternatively, they may delegate their vote to another voter.

Definition 3.1 (Delegation). Let \( i \in V \) be a voter. A delegation occurs when \( i \) selects some \( j \in V \) and grants them permission to vote on their behalf. We call voter \( i \) the delegator and voter \( j \) the delegate.

If voter \( i \) delegates to another agent \( j \), then they pass all responsibility of voting to the delegate, \( j \), including ceding all control as to which alternative will be voted for. Furthermore, it is possible for a delegated vote to be further delegated. That is, if voter \( i \) delegated to voter \( j \), then voter \( j \) may also delegate it (and \( i \)'s) voting privileges to voter \( k \). We let \( d(i) \) be the delegation action of voter \( i \) and let \( d^*(i) \) represent the recursive application of \( d(i) \) until a fixed point is reached. We refer to the final set of active voters as gurus.

Definition 3.2 (Guru). Voter \( j \in V \) is a guru if \( j \in \{d^*(i) | i \in V \} \). We let \( G(V) \) denote the set of gurus given \( V \). We say that \( j \) is the guru of \( i \) if \( j = d^*(i) \).

Observe that it is possible that \( i \) delegates to itself, and so \( i \) is its own guru when \( d^*(i) = i \).

Voters always have full knowledge of the current delegation structure and each voter’s accuracy. Voters exist on a complete network and may delegate to any voter, unless that delegation would cause a cycle.

Throughout our analysis we focus on the setting where the following procedure is used to determine delegations:

1. Initially, \( \forall i \in V, d(i) = i \).
2. Proceeding in arbitrary order, each voter chooses a delegate (possibly unchanged from their current delegate).
3. Step (2) is repeated until a round passes in which no voter alters their delegation.

We assume that delegation decisions happen before any voting actions can be taken. Once the set of gurus has been identified (i.e. \( \{d^*(i) | i \in V \} \) has been determined), then all gurus submit their ballot to a central authority, which uses weighted majority voting to determine which alternative is selected. The weight, \( w_j \), of a guru \( j \in V \) is a function of the number of voters it is representing through delegation actions. In particular, for any \( j \in V \)

\[
  w_j = \begin{cases} 
    0 & \text{if } j \notin G(V) \\
    |\{v \in V | j = d^*(v)\}| & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
\]

As mentioned earlier, the action of voting is costly, with agent \( i \) incurring cost \( c_i ≥ 0 \) actively voting. We assume, however, that if \( w_i = 0 \) then the agent does not vote (since they are not a guru) and thus incur no cost.

Next we introduce the utility function that is used by voters to make delegation decisions.

1This restriction to two alternatives is common in the literature [3, 10, 20]
3.1 Formulating Utility Functions for Gurus

Previous work used a similar model of liquid democracy where agents had different levels of accuracy [3]. However, they assumed that the underlying utility model each voter depended on the accuracy of their guru, namely $u_{\text{old}}(i) = q_d(i)$. While appropriate for their analysis, we argue that there are many application-domains for which this assumption is not appropriate. Instead, we introduce an alternative utility function which we believe has broader applicability and analyse it to better understand the importance of modelling decisions.

Since voters do not benefit from concealing their accuracy and delegation we assume each voter has full knowledge of the entire problem instance. Voters are all aiming to select the same optimal outcome and we are interested in maximizing the probability of this outcome being selected. Thus, we argue, a utility function that accurately represents the agents’ underlying goals is appropriate. We achieve this by giving all voters the same utility: the exact chance that the optimal candidate will be selected. Our utility function is:

$$u_{\text{new}}(V, d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{S \subseteq G_i} \left( \prod_{j \in S} q_j \prod_{j \notin S} (1 - q_j) \right)$$

where $G_i = \{ \{ v_l \in V_i \mid d^*(i) = i \} \mid V_i \subseteq V \text{ and } \sum_{V_i \subseteq V} w_i = 1 \}$ contains all sets of gurus whose combined weights sum to 1. Each value in the summation over $G_i$ corresponds to the probability of exactly that set of gurus voting correctly, while all others vote incorrectly. This is repeated for each value of $l$ greater than or equal to half the total number of voters. If voting directly has a non-zero cost, voter $i$ subtracts $c_i$ from $u_{\text{new}}$ to calculate its individual utility.

4 EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS

We now show that with our utility function, voters making sequential best-response updates to their delegations will always result in a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. This applies to the case where voting directly does not cost anything, and the case where there is some small cost $c_i > 0$ required to act as a guru.

Theorem 4.1. A pure strategy Nash Equilibrium always exists for the effortless voting scenario.

Proof. The following procedure will result in a Nash Equilibrium: Begin by having all voters cast their votes directly. Choose voters in arbitrary order and have them select the delegate that will lead to the highest utility (i.e. any connected voter that will not cause a cycle, or themselves). Repeat this until no voters will increase their own utility by changing their delegation.

To confirm that this final state is a Nash Equilibrium, note that all voters have the same utility function. Thus, any best response action taken will never decrease any voter’s utility. When there are a finite number of voters this means that the process will eventually stop since there are a finite number of utility improvements that can take place.

Theorem 4.2. A pure strategy Nash Equilibrium always exists for the scenario where $c_i > 0$.

Proof. Say that voter $i$ has utility of $u - c_i$ while voting directly and decides to delegate to voter $j$, leading to utility of $u'$. This means $u' > u - c_i$ and there are two cases:

1. $u' > u$. In this case, all voters delegating to $i$ (as well as all other voters) will have strictly higher utility than before $i$’s delegation to $j$ and the process of following best responses will lead to a NE as above.
2. $c_i > u - u' > 0$. This means that $i$ has increased their utility but all other voters have had their own utility reduced by an amount up to $c_i$. There are a number of possibilities here: If $j$ is not a guru, their only actions are to (1) switch delegations which will strictly increase the utilities of all players, or (2) begin voting directly which implies that the new accuracy $u'' > u'$ since $u'' - c_j > u'$ which will also strictly increase the utility of all players. If $j$ is a guru when they receive $i$’s delegation, their only action is to change delegations. Say $j$’s best response action is to delegate to $k$ and their utility becomes $u'''$. If $k$ directly or indirectly delegates to $i$ this would cause a cycle which is not possible so $k$ must either vote directly, or delegate in such a way that does not cause a cycle. If $k$ currently delegates, the reasoning in the previous paragraph applies. If $k$ is a guru, the reasoning in this paragraph applies. In either case, assuming a finite number of voters, the delegations will reach a fixed point and there will be no more best response actions to take.

Every delegation change is guaranteed to increase the utility of the delegator so a clear upper bound on the number of actions required to reach equilibrium is the total number of sets of delegations. This is equivalent to the product of each voter’s network degree: $\prod_l^l$ where $l_i$ is i’s degree. For our setting, with a fully connected network there may be as many as $O(n^n)$ states. While some of these states may be easily discarded (e.g. it is easy to check if having a single dictator is an equilibrium, delegation cycles are disallowed) reducing this bound more generally proves complex.

However, in practice, we see voters quickly converge to a Nash Equilibrium. Table 1 shows that elections of a tractable size require, on average, very few best-response updates. Table 1 also shows that while utility increases as a result of delegation (in fact, this is guaranteed when voting directly is costless) it tends to increases by a relatively small amount. Note that due to the size of $G_i$ in our utility function evaluating significantly larger voter populations in this manner is not possible. Recent work has found an efficient way of calculating utility when voters all have identical weight (in which case it is equivalent to the Poisson-Binomial function CDF) [19]; extending this result to a weighted setting would be widely useful future research.

5 USING LIQUID DEMOCRACY WITH ENSEMBLES

The model described in Section 3 applies to voters choosing between a single pair of alternatives. To evaluate the efficacy of liquid democracy on real-world tasks we now show how this model maps to a setting where each voter selects between many pairs of alternatives.
simultaneously. In particular, we draw a parallel between voters selecting an alternative and machine learning classifiers predicting classes on a dataset then present results of several experiments done in this setting.

Consider \( m \) pairs of alternatives \( A_m = \{ (a_1^r, a_1^s), ..., (a_m^r, a_m^s) \} \), corresponding to the \( m \) examples within a two-class dataset. Each of the \( n \) classifiers receives noisy information about the correct alternative in each pair from feature values in the dataset. Classifiers have two actions available to them: First, they may directly predict a class for each of the \( m \) examples (ie. vote \( m \) times). Unlike our original model, there is no cost to direct action. Alternatively, they may delegate to another classifier who will predict (vote) on their behalf for \( m \) examples. We assume that each individual classifier voting directly correctly classifies at least \( \lceil \frac{m}{2} \rceil \) examples.

Our original utility function focused on the accuracy of a group of voters at selecting a single correct alternative. Now we are primarily interested in the total number of examples correctly classified by an ensemble of classifiers. If \( A^\text{win}_m \) refers to the \( m \) alternatives from \( A_m \) that won each individual election then the accuracy of an ensemble is \( \text{acc} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i \) where \( p_i = 1 \) if classifier \( i \) correctly classifies an example. Our experiments also consider a number of different delegation mechanisms, the explanations of which are deferred to Section 5.2.

Since our focus is now on the accuracy of groups of classifiers, the results from Section 4 no longer directly apply. Rather, we now shift our attention to better understanding the chance that delegations will benefit an ensemble of classifiers. Going forward when we refer to a voter we are referring to a classifier voting as described above, and use the terms interchangeably as best fits the current discussion.

### 5.1 Chance of Weak Improvement from Delegation

Here we show that the large majority of possible delegations lead to a weak benefit for group accuracy. In particular, we show that from all possible sets of ensembles where each classifier votes directly very few of these guarantees that every possible initial delegation reduces accuracy.

To do this we consider the votes of a set of classifiers with no delegations. These can be treated as an \( n \times m \) binary matrix \( P \) where \( p_{ij} = 1 \) if voter \( i \) voted correctly on the \( j \)th example and 0 otherwise.

Each row must sum to at least \( \lceil \frac{m}{2} \rceil \) and any column that sums to \( \lfloor \frac{m}{2} \rfloor \) or more indicates the corresponding example is classified correctly.

An example \( j \) is called pivotal if \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} p_{ij} = \lfloor \frac{m}{2} \rfloor \). That is, if it is correctly classified by a minimum margin. Any voter that is correct on a pivotal example is said to be a pivotal voter on that example, and may be pivotal on several examples. Similarly, if a voter is incorrect on example \( j \) where \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} p_{ij} = \lfloor \frac{m}{2} \rfloor - 1 \) they are considered an incorrect pivotal voter. We can now begin to establish an upper bound on the number of states in which any individual delegation would result in a decrease in accuracy (and thus, well-informed greedy voters would make no delegations).

**Theorem 5.1.** If (1) in each pair of classifiers each member in the pair is pivotal on an example that the other voter classifies incorrectly, and (2) there are no incorrect pivotal voters then any single delegation in an ensemble of equally weighted classifiers reduces group accuracy.

**Proof.** Say that voter \( i \) delegates to voter \( j \) and that example \( s_{ij} \) is an example on which \( i \) is pivotal and \( j \) classifies incorrectly. \( s_{ij} \) always exists by the first condition. If this delegation occurs \( s_{ij} \) will no longer be classified correctly and, since \( i \) was not an incorrect pivotal voter by the second condition, \( j \)’s increased weight will not cause any incorrect examples to become correct.

\[ \square \]

Our goal is to show that very few matrices \( P \) exist that satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.1. Our next result can be used directly to give an upper bound on the number of such matrices.

**Theorem 5.2.** Any matrix \( P \) that satisfies condition (1) in Theorem 5.1 with \( n \) voters must have at least \( n \) pivotal examples.

**Proof.** Note that a prerequisite for satisfying (1) is that for each pair of voters there exists a pair of correctly classified examples on which each voter correctly classifies exactly one of the examples.

We proceed with proof by induction. For \( n < 3 \) it is clear that there are at least \( n \) pivotal examples when (1) is satisfied. When \( n = 3 \), consider a pair of voters and two examples. Each example is correctly classified exactly once; adding a new voter and no new examples while continuing to satisfy the condition is impossible thus there must be at least \( 3 \) examples in order to satisfy (1).

Now we assume that any group of \( n \geq 3 \) voters requires at least \( n \) examples and show that (1) cannot continue to be met when we add a new voter and no new examples.

Denote the newly added voter as \( v_k \), the existing voters as \( V = \{ v_1, v_2, ..., v_{n-1} \} \), and the examples required for \( V \) to satisfy (1) as \( E_V = \{ e_1, e_2, ..., e_{n-1} \} \). By the induction assumption we know that voters \( V' = \{ v_1, v_2, ..., v_{n-1}, v_k \} \) require (at least) \( n \) examples, \( E_{V'} \). If \( E_V \cap E_{V'} \neq E_V \) then \( V \cup \{ k \} \) requires at least \( n + 1 \) examples.

Otherwise, \( E_{V'} = E_V \). Now it must be the case that voters \( v_k \) and \( v_{n-1} \) classify all examples in \( E_V \) identically. To see why, consider \( V'' = V \setminus \{ v_{n-1} \} \) and the \( n - 1 \) examples required for \( V'' \) to satisfy (1). In order for each example in \( E_{V''} \) to remain pivotal any new voter is confined to a particular classification on that example. Thus \( v_k \) and \( v_{n-1} \) must be identical on each example in \( E_{V''} \) and when they are both added to \( V'' \) two new examples are required in order to satisfy (1), leading to \( n + 1 \) examples.

\[ \square \]
Table 3: Examples of (an upper bound on) the ratio of the total number of possible ensemble states the number of examples ($m$) and the number of voters ($n$) increase when there is an equal number of voters and pivotal examples.

$$\frac{n}{n}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$3$</th>
<th>$7$</th>
<th>$11$</th>
<th>$15$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3$</td>
<td>$5.00e-02$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7$</td>
<td>$6.25e-03$</td>
<td>$5.61e-03$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11$</td>
<td>$4.10e-03$</td>
<td>$5.47e-07$</td>
<td>$1.33e-04$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15$</td>
<td>$3.60e-03$</td>
<td>$7.36e-08$</td>
<td>$2.79e-12$</td>
<td>$7.98e-07$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Examples of (an upper bound on) the ratio of the number of states in which any delegation is harmful to the total number of possible ensemble states the number of examples ($m$) and the number of voters ($n$) increase when there is an equal number of voters and pivotal examples.

5.2 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the usefulness of liquid democracy on real-world tasks we run experiments using 6 two-class datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [15]. Table 2 contains brief summary information about each dataset, note that examples with missing feature values were left out of training.

We loosely base our experimental setup on that of [13]. As such our ensembles are composed of decision trees using gini and entropy criteria with equal likelihood. The maximum depth of each tree was chosen uniformly randomly between 1 and 4. All experiments were implemented in Python 3.6 using the scikit-learn library for all machine learning functions [25]. Initially we also experimented with ensembles that included SVM’s and Neural Networks with equal probability as Decision Trees but found no significant difference in performance beyond significantly increased training time.

With our experiments a primary goal was to evaluate a range of conditions and understand when and by how much liquid democracy might improve the accuracy of an ensemble. Thus, rather than allowing voters to decide for themselves whether or not to delegate at any time we use centralised mechanisms to have voters delegate until a pre-set number of gurus, $n_{\text{final}}$, exist. These mechanisms aim to either increase independence of voters or to remove the least accurate voters. All experiments are averaged over 5 trials with different randomly initialized ensembles. In each trial we perform 10-fold cross validation on each ensemble type.

5.2.1 Classifier Diversity. A significant differences between our earlier setting and the use of classifiers as voters is that we cannot guarantee the independence of classifiers being trained on real-world datasets. To ameliorate this issue we aim to increase classifier/voter diversity when deciding upon delegations.

Diversity of classifiers is studied in depth in by [23] where they introduce a number of metrics to measure diversity of both entire ensembles and pairs of classifiers. Our experiments explored a number of diversity metrics, including the disagreement and double-fault measures and variants thereupon, and found the $q$-statistic performed the best. It is defined as follows: For trained classifiers $i$ and $j$, if $N_{ij}^{11}$ is the number of samples both predicted correctly, $N_{ij}^{10}$ is the number $i$ predicted correctly and $j$ incorrectly, etc. Then,

$$Q_{ij} = N_{ij}^{11}N_{ij}^{00} - N_{ij}^{01}N_{ij}^{10}$$

5.2.2 Delegation Mechanisms. We now introduce the 5 delegation mechanisms we explore in our experimental results.
We present the results of three experiments, each designed to evaluate whether, in the most optimistic case, it is common for delegation to lead to the highest accuracy are used, regardless of the number of gurus. 

**Diverse:** Each pair of voters is scored according to the q-statistic diversity metric. In the most correlated pair of voters, the less accurate voter delegates to the more accurate. If that delegation would create a cycle the pair is skipped and the next most correlated pair is considered. This repeats until the number of gurus is equal to the predetermined amount, \( n_{\text{final}} \).

**Max:** The \( n_{\text{final}} \) most accurate voters serve as gurus and all other voters delegate to them dividing their weight as uniformly as possible.

**Random:** Voters are removed from the ensemble at random until the number of gurus is equal to \( n_{\text{final}} \). This is meant to serve as a control and indicate whether Diverse and Max strategies are useful delegation methods.

**Nash:** In arbitrary order each voter considers each delegation they can make (including to themselves as a guru) and uses the one they can make that will most improve group accuracy. This is repeated until no voter wishes to change their delegation regardless of the number of gurus.

### 5.3 Results

We present the results of three experiments, each designed to evaluate our system from a different perspective. First, we compare the **Best** delegation mechanism to other mechanisms to determine whether, in the most optimistic case, it is common for delegation to lead to a significant accuracy improvement. Our second experiment considers larger ensembles with varying size and number of delegations to determine whether they become more beneficial with more possible delegations. Finally, we explore the case when voters aim to greedily maximize group accuracy until reaching an equilibrium to better understand how often strictly beneficial delegations exist. Together, these experiments analyze the optimal outcomes from delegation, present a range of more efficiently achievable results, and show how often self-interested agents might be likely to delegate.

#### 5.3.1 Optimal Delegations

We first show the maximum potential benefit of delegations. Table 4 shows results of experiments when comparing across each delegation mechanism. Results are averaged for each dataset over ensembles with initial sizes of 5, 7, and 9 and each of 3 or 5 gurus. Due to the large number of possible delegations it is impossible to examine all delegations in ensembles of larger sizes. When best delegation results are compared with the full ensemble there is no significant difference in their scores on each test fold using a t-test with \( p < 0.05 \). This shows a lack of meaningful evidence for the benefit of liquid democracy in a real-world situation.

#### 5.3.2 Full Ensembles

Table 5 compares results with up to 49 voters and 25 gurus. As \( n \) increases there is often a small increase in the accuracy from delegation methods but it fails to become significant at any size. The accuracy of all ensemble types increases with size, however, the differences between each delegation method stay relatively constant. While the max delegation strategy often leads to higher accuracy than others, the majority of these results, as before, are not significantly different from the full ensemble accuracy on a t-test with \( p < 0.05 \).

#### 5.3.3 Delegation to Equilibrium

We also consider what outcomes arise when voters are able to choose whether or not to delegate until reaching equilibrium. Section 4 describes this process for single-issue voters; extended to a classifier setting this means that after each voter is trained they calculate what ensemble accuracy would be for every possible single delegation they may make. If any delegations lead to a strict improvement in accuracy they use the one giving the most improvement. This is repeated for each voter, sequentially, until no voter wishes to change their delegation.

Table 6 shows that delegation is very infrequently required for ensembles to reach equilibrium. As the number of voters grows, it becomes increasingly likely that the initial ensemble will not strictly increase its accuracy from any single delegation. The average boost in accuracy over all experiments in Table 6 is approximately 0.007, showing further lack of meaningful benefit from delegation.

### 6 DISCUSSION

This paper has shown that liquid democracy can improve the accuracy of a group at identifying ground truth in a basic theoretical setting. However, when we extend our model to a more practical classification task this improvement fails to materialize. Specifically, we have seen that under strong assumptions of agent knowledge, delegation can always reach an equilibrium with weakly higher group accuracy in a traditional ground-truth voting setting and
will almost always allow for weak improvement of accuracy when extended to a machine learning setting. Experimentally we have seen that even optimal delegations do not significantly improve accuracy in small ensembles. In more realistically sized ensembles, no efficiently computable delegation strategy significantly improves accuracy. We also considered the (perhaps more realistic) situation where voters only care about the direct effect of their delegation. This led to our highly informed voters simply not delegating as delegation would not lead to immediate benefit.

While our model may not be directly applicable to real world voting settings involving humans, our results do raise questions about the practical benefit of delegations in such elections. If voters do not see a clear benefit to themselves from delegating why should they do it? A common answer is that voting directly can be costly, but would simply making direct voting a more practical option not provide a more ethical outcome?

### 6.1 Future Work

Direct followup to this work can focus on providing more explicit theoretical bounds on the expected gain in accuracy from delegations. General models of liquid democracy with unrestricted delegations have received little such analysis, as providing any clear solutions to numerous problems caused by delegation such as the rise of dictators or delegation cycles, often relying on centralized methods: a survey and categorisation. Information Fusion 6, 1 (2005), 5–20.
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<td>breast-cancer-w</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit-approval</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ionosphere</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kr-vs-kp</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spambase</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Average number of delegations required for voters to reach a Nash equilibrium for increasing numbers of voters.